Independent encoding of surface orientation and surface curvature.
Marr [(1982) Vision, San Francisco, Calif.: Freeman] proposed that we represent surface geometry in terms of a viewer-centred description of surface orientation and distance. This description is computed by a range of independent processing systems which take as input particular kinds of information present in images, like surface texture, shading, retinal disparity and motion parallax. The outputs of these modules are integrated in order to provide a unitary representation of the layout of visible surfaces. Higher order properties of surface geometry, like surface curvature, might be computed from this symbolic representation or might be encoded independently from the visual information available at the retinae. We measured surface slant and surface curvature discrimination thresholds for surface patches defined by shading, texture and retinal disparity as a function of the elevation of the illumination. We found that observers judgements about the curvature of local surface patches were too precise to be based on a symbolic representation of surface orientation and we conclude that surface curvature is computed directly from depth cues present in the retinal images.